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Characteristic boundaries associated with
three-dimensional twins in hexagonal metals
Shujuan Wang1, Mingyu Gong1,2, Rodney J. McCabe1*, Laurent Capolungo1,
Jian Wang2, Carlos N. Tomé1
Twinning is a critically important deformation mode in hexagonal close-packed metals. Twins are three-dimensional
(3D) domains, whose growth is mediated by the motion of facets bounding the 3D twin domains and influences
work hardening in metals. An understanding of twin transformations therefore necessitates that the atomic-scale
structure and intrinsic mobilities of facets be known and characterized. The present work addresses the former point
1012} twins in magnesium using high-resolution
by systematically characterizing the boundary structures of 3D { ¯
transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM). Eight characteristic facets associated with twin boundaries are reported,
five of which have never been experimentally observed before. Further, molecular dynamics simulations suggest
that the formation and motion of these facets is associated with the accumulation of twinning dislocations. This
work provides insights into understanding the structural character of 3D twins and serves to develop strategies
for modulating twin kinetics by modifying twin boundaries, such as solute segregation.

INTRODUCTION

Twinning is a major plastic deformation mechanism accommodating
shear in hexagonal close packed (hcp) and other lower symmetry
metals (i.e., Mg, Ti, Zr, Be, Sn, and U) (1–3), as well as in some
high-performance steels (4, 5) and in many cubic metals during
high rate/stress loading (6, 7). Twin domains are inherently three-
dimensional (3D) defects, and the atomic-scale structure and intrinsic
mobilities of twin boundaries, i.e., facets bounding the twin domains,
condition the kinetics of twinning (8–13). Twin growth (as well as
detwinning) is mediated by the nucleation and propagation of twinning dislocations (TDs) on facets bounding twin domains. This
mechanism has been discussed in a series of recent atomistic simulation studies focused on the migration of two such facets: the
coherent twin boundary (CTB) and basal-prismatic (BP/PB) (11–16).
It has been recently shown that TDs and steps/facets are favorable
sites for segregating impurities and alloying elements (14, 17–19).
These are found to either impede or facilitate twin migration. Our
understanding of the kinetics of twinning and eventually our ability to
modulate the transformation—possibly via the addition of solutes—
are limited by our fundamental knowledge of the geometry, atomic-
scale structure, and intrinsic mobility of the facets bounding twin
domains. While there have been decades of work dedicated to
understanding how dislocation core structures and mobility vary
depending on their character (i.e., edge, screw, mixed, jogged, and
kinked) (20–23) and on the materials chemistry, similar studies are
only incipient in the case of twin facets.
Specifically, while twin domains are necessarily bound by numerous
facets each with distinct geometry and structure, previous experimental studies have defined the twin boundary structure only from a
single direction and thus elucidate only a single “boundary character.”
This would be akin to having an understanding of dislocation-
mediated plasticity limited to considerations of only one dislocation
character.
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The most commonly activated twin mode in hcp metals is the
{ ¯1012} twin, defined by the K1 = { ¯1012} twinning plane and the
1 = <10 ¯11> twinning shear direction (7). A CTB is defined when
the physical (habit) plane separating parent and twin is parallel to
the K1 plane common to both the twin and parent. At the micrometer
scale, however, twin boundaries generally deviate significantly from
the CTB relationship (16, 24–26). Experimentally, the atomic-scale
defects defining twin boundaries have only been definitively characterized along a single crystallographic direction, the <1 2¯10>, , that lies
in the K1 plane and is perpendicular to 1 (8, 11, 16, 25–29). These
studies reveal a 2D perspective where twin boundaries are composed
of CTBs and BP/PB facets with K2/K2 facets observed at some twin
tips (27–29). BP/PB facets closely align (0001) and (10 ¯10) planes in
the twin and parent, respectively, and K2 facets closely align the
{ ¯101 ¯2}║{ ¯101 ¯2} K2 planes in the twin and parent. We show examples
of these facets in Results and Discussion. There is only one previous
experimental study at the atomic scale of a { ¯1012} twin boundary
viewed along a different direction, the <10 ¯11>, 1 (30). The atomic
structure of the twin boundary was not observed in the latter study
because of the lack of contrast for an extended twin boundary along
this zone axis. The study relied on complementary molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations to suggest the serrated boundary to be composed
of CTBs and semicoherent twist prismatic-prismatic (Twist-Pr2Pr2)
11
  0}. Critically, these facets were not directly
facets with { ¯2110}║{2¯
observed experimentally.
Except for the classic studies from the <1 ¯210> direction and the
single study along the <10 ¯11> direction, there have been no other
atomic-scale studies describing { ¯1012} twin boundaries along other
directions. Considering that twin growth takes place in 3D, there is
a fundamental need for elucidating the propagation of twin interfaces in 3D, to which the studies from the <1 ¯210> direction provide
only a partial answer. Here, we tackle the first and essential step in
such a quest, namely, figuring out what are the facets that bound
twin domains and their atomic configurations. We have undertaken
the experimental atomic-scale characterization of the most common
twin in hcp metals from six crystallographic directions and have
found evidence of eight different boundary facets, five of which have
never been experimentally observed. MD simulations further suggest
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that the formation and motion of these facets are associated with the
accumulation of TDs.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Atomic-scale 3D characterization of {¯
1012} twin
boundary facets
The 3D faceted structures of twin boundaries that are the basic elements for building arbitrary 3D twin shapes are characterized by
analyzing many twins using atomic-scale high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) imaged along several different
crystallographic directions, i.e., zone axes. Atomic-scale imaging of
facets in TEM foils requires specific imaging conditions related
to the foil normal, facet geometry, and crystallography. To image
identifiable facets at the atomic scale, three conditions must be
simultaneously satisfied. First, the viewing direction of both the twin
and its parent must be along a low-index crystallographic direction,
or zone axis, contained within the twinning plane rather than random
directions. The crystallographic observation directions depend on
the atomic configuration of the twinning plane, which is shown in
Fig. 1A. The six lowest index zone axes in the twinning plane are as
  212>, <4¯
  223>, and <10 ¯11>.
follows: <1 ¯210>, <2 ¯201>, <5 ¯4 ¯13>, <3¯
While the four-index Miller-Bravais indices for the observation
directions seem high, the three-index Miller index equivalents are
22
  3> being <2 ¯11> and <201>, respectively.
low, with <5 ¯4 ¯13> and <4¯
Second, because of the tilt limitation of the TEM holder, the deviation angle between the imaging direction and the normal direction
of the TEM foil must be within the tilt range (<30°). We performed
electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD) analysis on twin-jet polished TEM foils to preselect twins with proper orientations. Generally,
each selected twin can be imaged along one low-index zone axis.
Third, only edge-on facet planes relative to the imaging crystallographic direction can be identified from an HRTEM image. In many
cases, twin facets in a TEM foil are inclined relative to the imaging
direction resulting in a twin boundary with a diffuse appearance,
and it is not possible to define the facets from the specific imaging
condition. There is an experimental analogy between HRTEM imaging of twin facets and dislocation cores. One cannot image a dislocation core unless one is looking down the line direction of the
dislocation, and the strain associated with a pure screw dislocation

makes it difficult to image the atomic structure of the core. Similarly,
not all twin boundary facets in our images are at ideal configurations
for atomic-scale imaging. We report only the twin facets that are
identifiable for the given TEM foil and imaging conditions.
The facets identified in this work were obtained from more than
30 individual twins (both extended boundaries and twin tips) pre
selected from hundreds of twins. Here, we use the term twin tip to
describe the outer rim of a twin as viewed from a single zone axis.
Boundaries with large edge-on facets were observed along the <1 2¯10>,
¯
¯1> zone axes, while no facets were observed
  3>, and <10 1
<5 4 ¯1¯3>, <422
  212> zone axes. Attempts were made to
along the <2¯
 201> and <3¯
perform HRTEM at higher index zone axes, but none of the higher
index zone axes showed facets and, in addition, gave relatively poor
HRTEM imaging conditions. Figure 1B schematically depicts the
observation zone axes and all of the observed facets. A 3D twin domain
with an arbitrary shape could be formed by combining the basic
elements of CTBs and these facets in different length/height ratios.
For the identification of facets, two steps were generally performed.
First, we analyzed the potential interfaces according to the twin orientation relationship between matrix and twin along each zone axis.
The planes in matrix and twin comprising an interface should be
parallel or nearly parallel. For instance, the well-defined BP interface has a 3.7° angle between the basal planes from the matrix/twin
and the prismatic planes from the twin/matrix for {10 ¯12} twins in
Mg. We use simulated overlapping diffraction patterns for each zone
axis to help visualize the planes in the matrix and twin that are nearly
parallel and likely candidates to form interfaces. Some diffraction
spots from the matrix and twin nearly overlap, indicating that the
planes are nearly parallel. Only these nearly parallel planes are likely
to form interfaces between the matrix and twin. We labeled likely
planes in the simulated overlapping diffraction patterns and analyzed
the angles between the two planes, allowing us to predict potential
facets. Second, we combined different methods of identifying the
edge-on facets in the HRTEM images depending on the observation
zone axis. These include diffraction contrast, the mirror symmetry
relationship between matrix and twin planes across the twin boundary,
geometric phase analysis (GPA), phase contrast, and strain contrast.
Diffraction contrast is a conventional TEM contrast mechanism often
used at magnifications less than around 100,000× relying on the fact
that the matrix and twin have different crystal orientations and,

Fig. 1. Schematics of the atomic structure in K1 plane and the facets in {¯
1012} twin boundaries. (A) Atomic configuration in the {¯
1012} twinning plane and low-index
crystallographic directions. (B) Schematic of the facets identified from {¯
1012} twins observed by HRTEM from the six low-index crystallographic directions indicated in (A)
and (B). A 3D twin domain of arbitrary shape could be built by combining the basic elements of CTBs and these facets in different length/height ratios.
Wang et al., Sci. Adv. 2020; 6 : eaaz2600
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thus, diffract electrons differently for most imaging conditions. A
consequence of the twin orientation relationship is that a family of
planes viewed down a zone axis contained within the K1 plane exhibit mirror symmetry with respect to the K1 plane. For most,
but not all, of the zone axis contained within the K1 plane, the twin
boundary can be determined on the basis of the change in orientation of the planes across the twin boundary. All of the previous
studies of twin facets from the <11 ¯20> relied on this characteristic
of twin boundaries to define the boundary plane. GPA is normally
used to measure in-plane displacements and/or strains at the nanometer scale within an HRTEM field of view using a fast Fourier
transform (FFT)–based analysis of local lattice parameters (31, 32).
We use GPA in this study to measure small magnitude plane reorientations at the twin boundary for the <5 4 ¯1¯3> zone axis. The <10 1¯1>
zone axis represents a special case where the mirror image of the
families of planes in the matrix exactly aligns with the same planes
in the matrix, and thus, the boundary position cannot be determined
based on a mirror symmetry relationship. However, the atoms within
the interface are at slightly different positions relative to the parent
and twin lattices, and the interface plane is often evident due to the
resulting HRTEM phase contrast. Details of the methods used for
determining boundary positions for each zone axis are given in the
following content.
1012} twins facets viewed from <1¯
210> zone axes
{¯
The facets of twin boundaries as viewed from <1 ¯210> are well established. For completeness, our observations from this direction are
shown in Fig. 2 and fig. S1 for both extended twin boundaries
(Fig. 2B) and twin tips (Fig. 2, C and D, and fig. S1). The simulated
overlapping diffraction patterns in Fig. 2A show the BP/PB and
K2/K2 planes to be closely aligned and likely candidates for facets.
Our observations of CTBs, BP/PB facets, and K2/K2 facets from this
direction are consistent with the ones reported in the literature
(8, 11, 16, 25–29). CTBs and BP/PB facets are generally easily distinguishable from this zone axis using the mirror symmetry relationship
of planes across the boundary, because basal planes in the matrix
are at approximately 84° to the basal planes in the twin. Figure 2D
shows the atomic structure of a BP facet with dislocations labeled in
the boundary. On the basis of the atomic structure, we studied the
formation and stability of long BP facets in Mg in a recent paper (33).
1012} twin facets viewed from <5¯
4¯
13> zone axes
{¯
The <5 ¯4 ¯13> directions are 50° away from the <1 ¯210> direction. For
413> zone axis, the simulated overlapping diffraction patterns
the <5 ¯
shown in Fig. 3A indicate that there are several pairs of nearly aligned
planes in the parent and twin that may form interfaces, such as the
pairs of spots labeled within the squares, ovals, and rectangles. The
first three possible interfaces (ordered by d-spacing) are {0 1¯11¯  }║{01 ¯11}
1121} with a 1.8° angle
with a 4.8° angle (square symbols), { ¯1103}║{ ¯
1230}║{ ¯12 ¯14} with a 3.4° angle (rectangular
(oval symbols), and { ¯
symbols).
Figure 3B shows the overall shape of a twin tip in an HRTEM
micrograph viewed along a <5 ¯4 ¯13> direction in the K1 plane. The
inset in Fig. 3B shows the selected-area electron diffraction (SAED)
pattern from both the matrix and twin. The {01 ¯11} planes have the
largest d-spacing among planes in the <5 ¯4 ¯13> zone axis and can be
observed in the enlarged HRTEM image shown in Fig. 3D. The
  ) planes of the matrix are 4.8° away from the (01 ¯11) planes of
(0 ¯11¯1
the twin. Because the angle is small between these planes, it is difficult
Wang et al., Sci. Adv. 2020; 6 : eaaz2600
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Fig. 2. Simulated diffraction patterns and images from {¯
1012} twins viewed
along a <1¯
210> zone axis within a K1 plane. (A) Simulated overlapping diffraction
patterns from twin (red dots) and matrix (black dots). (B) HRTEM image from an
extended twin boundary containing CTBs and a BP facet. (C) HRTEM image from
twin tip containing CTBs and BP facets. The inset is the selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern from both the matrix and twin. (D) HRTEM image of a BP
facet showing the atomic structure of the facet. The dislocations in the interface are
labeled by dislocation symbols.

to discern the exact position of the boundary plane based solely on
the mirror plane relationship. We combine FFT analysis, GPA analysis,
and dislocation analysis to decipher where the twin boundaries lie.
For the twin tip in Fig. 3B, FFT analysis was performed on the tip
area (shown in fig. S2). The areas with only one set of diffraction
spots (squares 1 and 3 in fig. S2A) correspond to either matrix or
twin. The area with both diffraction spots (square 2 in fig. S2A) shows
an overlap of matrix and twin spots at the boundary. Therefore, the
rough position of the twin boundary is identified as within square 2.
Second, GPA was performed in the vicinity of the twin tip. The result
is shown in Fig. 3C overlapped with the corresponding HRTEM image. The colored map shows the relative rotation of {0 ¯11¯1  } planes
from twin to matrix. The matrix is in yellow/red colors and the twin
is in green/red colors that indicate that the interface is at the center
of the square in Fig. 3C, which is enlarged in Fig. 3D. Figure 3D
shows the rotation (4.8°) between the {0 ¯11 ¯1} planes of matrix and
{01 ¯11} planes of the twin; thus, the position where the two {0 ¯11¯1  }
planes from twin to matrix meet can be identified. The dislocations
necessary to accommodate the rotation at the boundary are labeled
in Fig. 3D. The interface is indicated by black dashed lines and is
identified as a pyramidal-(0 1¯11¯  )M║pyramidal-(01 1¯1)T (PyPy1) interface. MD simulations in what follows predict the existence of the
PyPy1 facets and support this experimental result.
An HRTEM image from an extended twin boundary is shown in
Fig. 3E. It shows a step along the CTB, which is also shown in the
inset without lines for clearer observation purposes. The GPA result
shown in Fig. 3F shows the relative rotation of {0 ¯11¯1  } planes from
twin to matrix. The colored map also shows the step along the CTB.
The facet at the step in the extended boundary is identified as a
3 of 8
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Fig. 4. Simulated diffraction patterns and images from {¯
1012} twins viewed
along a <4¯
223> zone axis within a K1 plane. (A) Simulated overlapping diffraction
patterns from twin (red dots) and matrix (black dots). (B) Relatively low-magnification
HRTEM image from a twin tip showing the overall shape of the twin tip boundaries.
The inset is the SAED pattern from both the matrix and twin. (C) Enlarged HRTEM
¯
¯
¯10}║{1
¯21
¯
¯32
¯43
image of the square area in (B) showing the {01
 2} and {14
 }║{1
 2} facets.
(D) HRTEM image from an extended twin boundary containing CTB and {01¯10}║{1¯2¯
1
 2}
facets.

Fig. 3. Simulated diffraction patterns and images from {¯
1012} twins viewed
along a <5¯
4¯
13> zone axis within a K1 plane. (A) Simulated overlapping diffraction
patterns from twin (red dots) and matrix (black dots). (B) Relatively low-magnification
HRTEM image from a twin tip showing the overall shape of the twin tip boundaries.
The inset is the SAED pattern from both the matrix and twin. (C) GPA result for the
square area in (B) overlapped with the corresponding HRTEM image, showing the
relative rotation of {0¯
11¯
1
 } planes from twin to matrix. (D) Enlarged HRTEM image of
the square area in (C) with the interface and accommodating dislocations labeled
in the image. (E) HRTEM image from an extended twin boundary containing CTBs
and PyPy1 facet. (F) GPA result for the image in (E), showing the relative rotation of
{0¯
11¯
1
 } planes from twin to matrix.

PyPy1 facet. Similar short steps were observed in other extended
boundaries from this zone axis, and the facets observed in extended
boundaries are much shorter than the facets observed in twin tips.
1121} and { ¯
1230}║{ ¯12¯1
  4} interfaces were not
The possible { ¯1103}║{ ¯
observed in either the twin tip or the extended twin boundary.
1012} twin facets viewed from <4¯
223> zone axes
{¯
22
The <4¯
  3> directions are 67° away from the <1 ¯210> direction. The
223> zone axis
simulated overlapping diffraction patterns for a <4 ¯
shown in Fig. 4A indicate that there are several pairs of nearly aligned
planes in the parent and twin that may form interfaces, such as the
pairs of spots labeled with squares, ovals, and rectangles. The first
Wang et al., Sci. Adv. 2020; 6 : eaaz2600
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three possible interfaces (as ordered by d-spacing of the planes)
  2} with a 2.5° angle (square signs), {12 ¯
32}║{1 ¯10¯2  }
are {0 ¯110}║{ ¯12¯1
  2} with a 2.8° angle
with a 1.2° angle (oval signs), and {1 ¯43¯2  }║{ ¯14¯3
(rectangular signs).
An HRTEM image from a twin tip is shown in Fig. 4B with an
inset of the corresponding SAED pattern. Figure 4B shows the overall shape of the twin boundary, and it is obvious that the boundary
between the two yellow arrows has sharp contrast, while the boundary
beyond this segment is unidentifiable. The boundary between the
two yellow arrows is enlarged and shown in Fig. 4C to show the
¯3>
atomic configuration. Planes with the largest d-spacing in the <4 22
zone axis are {0 ¯110} planes, which are observed in Fig. 4C. There is
a 40.0° angle between the (0 ¯110) planes in the matrix and the (01 ¯10)
planes in the twin. We extend the two sets of {0 ¯110} planes from
matrix and twin to the boundary and then identify the interface where
 12¯
 12}
these sets meet. The interfaces can be identified as {0 ¯110}║{¯
  2}, which are indicated by yellow and red dashed
and {1 ¯43¯2  }║{ ¯14¯3
lines (the identification details are shown in fig. S3B). Interfaces indicated by white dashed lines are not identifiable. Figure 4D shows
an HRTEM image from an extended twin boundary, and the same
method was used to identify the facets along the twin boundary, as
shown in fig. S3C. The facets along the extended twin boundary are
confirmed as {0 ¯110}║{ ¯12¯1  2}. However, the {0 ¯110}║{ ¯12¯1  2} facets in
the extended twin boundaries are shorter than that in the twin tip,
which is similar to what was observed for the <5 ¯4 ¯13> zone axis.
4  3¯
2  }║{ ¯
14¯
3
  2} facets have not been observed in extended twin
The {1¯
4 of 8
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boundaries, and the possible {12 ¯
32}║{1¯
 10¯
 2} interface was not observed in either the twin tip or the extended twin boundary.
1012} twin facets viewed from <10¯
11> zone axes
{¯
As was previously stated, the orientation of a { ¯1012} twin is related
to the orientation of the parent crystal by a 180° rotation about the
¯1> shear direction. The diffraction spots from the matrix (black
<10 1
dots) and twin (red dots) in the <10 ¯11> shear direction exactly
overlap, as shown in the simulated overlapping diffraction patterns of
Fig. 5A. Because the diffraction patterns of the twin and matrix exactly overlap, there are many parallel planes, the first three of which
 111)T, (01¯
  11)M║(1 ¯
10¯
1  )T,
(as ordered by d-spacing) are ( ¯1101)M║(0¯
¯1  )M║(1 ¯210)T.
and ( ¯120
Figure 5B shows a low-magnification image of a { 1¯012} twin viewed
¯1> shear direction. The boundaries are observed
slightly off of the <10 1
in the low-magnification image due to diffraction contrast. The SAED
pattern from the matrix and twin is inserted in Fig. 5B. The HRTEM
image shown in Fig. 5C is obtained by zooming in on the extended
twin boundary indicated in Fig. 5B. Because the mirror plane rela-

Fig. 5. Simulated diffraction patterns and images from a {¯
1012} twin viewed
along the <10¯
11> shear direction. (A) Simulated overlapping diffraction patterns;
all diffraction spots from the twin (red dots) overlap with the spots from the matrix
(black dots). (B) Low-magnification image showing the twin boundaries by diffraction contrast. The inset is the SAED pattern from both the matrix and twin. (C) HRTEM
image from the extended twin boundary indicated in (B); the inset enlarges the
image of the step along the CTB. (D) Enlarged image of the square area in (C),
showing the CTBs and PyPy1 facet at the step. (E) Relative low-magnification HRTEM
image from a twin tip indicated in (B) showing the overall shape of the twin tip
boundaries. (F) Enlarged image of rectangle area in (E), showing the PyPy1 and
possible PrPr2 facets.
Wang et al., Sci. Adv. 2020; 6 : eaaz2600
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¯1> zone axis results in the planes
tionship of the K1 plane for the <10 1
in the matrix perfectly aligning with the planes in the twin, this cannot
be used to define the position of the twin boundary. In addition, the
GPA analysis of Fig. 5C does not show any systematic in-plane
strains associated with the twin boundary that can be used to define
the boundary. While this is not helpful for distinguishing the atomic
position of the boundary, it does confirm that the twin boundary
defects viewed along the shear direction do not have significant edge
character. However, Fig. 5C shows the position of the CTBs and a
step separating them. The bright spots within the boundary are due
to HRTEM phase contrast. The positions of the atoms that lie within
the boundary twin are shifted slightly relative to the lattice positions
within the parent and twin. This is obvious from the atomistic simulations shown in fig. S4. This slight difference in atomic column
alignment when viewed down the <10 ¯11> direction results in a difference in HRTEM phase contrast. An enlarged image of the step is
inset in Fig. 5C. The image in the square of Fig. 5C is enlarged and
shown in Fig. 5D. The groups of { ¯1101} planes in matrix and twin
are labeled by yellow and red dashed lines in Fig. 5D. The facet is
identified as pyramidal-( ¯1101)M║pyramidal-(0 ¯111)T (PyPy1) indicated by the yellow dashed line. The red dashed lines indicate CTBs.
Figure 5E shows an HRTEM image from the twin tip shown in
the low-magnification image of Fig. 5B, viewed along the <10 ¯11>
shear direction. It shows the overall shape of the twin tip. The boundaries inside the rectangle exhibit contrast and are enlarged in Fig. 5F,
while the boundary outside the rectangle is unidentifiable. In Fig. 5F,
there is sufficient contrast to suggest that some of the boundaries
are consistent with the PyPy1 facets identified from the extended
twin boundary shown in Fig. 5D. In addition, there is a long portion
of the twin boundary at the tip that is roughly perpendicular to the
twin K1 plane. According to the simulated overlapping diffraction
¯1  )M║prismatic-(1 ¯210)T (PrPr2)
patterns, it is likely a prismatic-( ¯120
interface, which is perpendicular to the CTB. Moreover, a PrPr2
facet is predicted in the MD simulation shown in Fig. 6F, the same
as independent MD simulations reported by Liu et al. (30). The evidence above leads us to believe that the twin tip contains both PyPy1
and PrPr2 facets.
1012} twin interfaces
MD characterization of {¯
¯012} twin boundaries determined
We summarize the facets defining { 1
by HRTEM in Fig. 1 and Table 1. In what follows, we use MD simulations for two purposes: (i) to substantiate the 3D atomistic configuration of the facets revealed by the essentially 2D sectioning
process and (ii) to lay the ground work for future atomistic studies
of the mobility of these facets. Unless agreement between measured
and predicted equilibrium facets is achieved, one cannot take the
next step consisting in dynamic propagation simulations. Because
the crux of this work is to understand 3D properties of twin boundaries, it is necessary that the atomistic simulations used to support
the HRTEM work be fully 3D.
To this end, a 3D twin domain is introduced into an atomistic
domain representing the parent crystal. Figure 6A shows the initial
twin structure at 100 K. A 1-GPa resolved shear stress is imposed on
the twin system to grow the twin domain while maintaining the
temperature of the overall domain at 100 K. Details of the MD construction and simulation are described in Materials and Methods
and in the Supplementary Materials. As shown in Fig. 6A′, the 3D
twin grows and develops faceted surfaces. All of the experimentally
observed facets shown in Fig. 1B and listed in Table 1 are observed
5 of 8
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in this simulation, with the exception of {1 ¯43¯2  }║{ ¯14¯3
  2}. In the simulation, CTBs become the largest interfaces through propagation of
existing TDs. When viewed along the [ 1 ¯210]direction, BP/PB and
K2 facets (delineated by solid red lines in Fig. 6B) are the second
largest facets observed, which is consistent with the TEM images in
¯
4 ¯
13] direction, {01 1}║
1
{ 0 ¯
11¯
1  }
Fig. 2 and fig. S1. Viewed along the [ 5 ¯
facets (delineated by red solid lines in Fig. 6C) are observed. The
corresponding facets observed in the experiments are highlighted by
yellow dashed lines in Fig. 3A. The black dashed lines in Fig. 6 (C to E)

indicate boundaries with discrete TDs. When viewed along the [ 4 2 ¯2¯3]
¯
1
{  ¯
12¯
1
  2}facets (colored green in Fig. 6A′) are
direction, small {0 10}║
observed, consistent with the cross-section view normal to the [ 4 2 ¯2¯3]
direction in Fig. 6D (delineated by red solid lines). In Fig. 6D, a small
¯2 
{  ¯14¯3  2} interface on
vertical segment along the trace of the {1 ¯43}║
the cross section is circled. However, this short segment is not the
small facet depicted by green dashed line in Fig. 4A but the projection
¯3]direction, as can be inferred
1¯ {0 1¯11¯  } facets along the [4 2 ¯2
of {01 1}║
when comparing to the 3D configuration in Fig. 6A′. The compara2 {  ¯14 ¯32}experimental facets in Fig. 3A
tively small size of {1 ¯43 ¯}║
suggests a relatively high formation energy of this interface, and the
MD simulation may not capture the feature. When viewed along
¯1]direction, as shown in Fig. 6E, PyPy1 facets and small PrPr2
the  [10 1
facets are observed, in agreement with the experimental observation
in Fig. 5A.
CONCLUSIONS

¯012} twin interfaces. (A) The 18 nm × 8 nm × 17 nm
Fig. 6. MD characterization of {1
initial structure of the 3D (¯
1012)twin without stress relaxation of facets. (A′) The
21 nm × 8 nm × 41 nm final structure of the 3D (¯
 012)twin under 1-GPa shear stress
1
associated with twinning at 100 K but without stress relaxation of facets. Cross-section
view of twin tips/facets with (B) [1¯
210], (C) [5¯
4¯
13], (D) [4¯
2¯
23], and (E) [10¯
11] crystallographic directions. ZA, zone axis.

For twins to accommodate substantial deformation, the associated
shear transformation must involve a non-negligible volume fraction
of the grain, given by the relation f twin = twin/S, where twin is the
amount of shear contributed by the twin system in the grain volume
and S is the characteristic crystallographic shear (S = 0.13 for Mg).
As a consequence, the twin domain not only must grow in thickness
and propagate forward in the shear direction but also needs to expand laterally. The growth process is controlled by the formation
energy and mobility of the 3D twin facets discovered here. MD allows
one to address the kinetics evolution during twin growth, and our
results indicate that this process is strongly anisotropic. The overall
agreement between the predicted and the experimentally observed
twin facets suggests that MD provides a viable path to predict and
rationalize observed 3D microstructures.
The 3D twin configuration revealed by this work suggests the following conclusions and avenues for future exploration of 3D twin
properties. An experimentally based description of the 3D configuration of twin boundaries is of fundamental importance for understanding the basic, atomic-scale mechanisms of deformation twinning.
For instance, the simulations here indicate that twin propagation is
not symmetric: Twins propagate faster in the [ 1 2¯10] lateral direction
relative to the “forward” [ 10 ¯11]shear direction. This may be due to
several combined factors: different mobilities of screw and edge

Table 1. Facets identified in 3D {¯
1012} twin domains and the corresponding observation directions.
Observation directions

Angle between
observation directions
and <1¯
210>

210>
<1¯

0°

<5¯
413>

50°

<4¯
223>

67°

<10¯
11>

90°
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Facets

Angle between facet and
CTB

BP/PB

137°

K2/K2

86°

PyPy1, {0¯
11¯
1
 }║{01¯
11}

90°

{0¯
110}║{¯
12¯
1
 2}

110°

{1¯
43¯
2
 }║{¯
14¯
3
 2}

89°

1101}║{0¯
111}
PyPy1, {¯

130°

12¯
1
 0}║{1¯
210}
PrPr2, {¯

90°
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components of TDs, the relative differences in facet size along the
different directions, and drag effects induced by the facet intersection zones of the twin domain. The overall shape of the twin, wider
along the lateral dimension than along the propagation direction, is
consistent with experimental EBSD observations reported by Liu et al.
(34). On the basis of the current work, future studies of the effects of
facet energies, mobilities, facet interactions with TDs or other facets,
local stress fields, and solute segregation on facets will determine the
factors affecting twin propagation and growth.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample preparation and HRTEM
To perform HRTEM simultaneously in a twin and its parent, the
viewing direction of both crystals must be along a low-index crystallographic direction or zone axis, i.e., a crystal direction that is perpendicular to multiple low-index crystal planes. For compound twins
(all hcp twins) (7), this condition is only automatically satisfied for
all low-index crystallographic directions that lie within the K1 twinning plane. Specimens were prepared to obtain TEM foils with a
distribution of foil normal directions near these special crystallographic directions.
Compression samples with dimensions of 8 mm × 9 × mm 10 mm
were cut from a commercially pure, fully recrystallized polycrystal
Mg plate, with the basal (0001) plane normal of most grains being
within approximately 30° of the plate through thickness (TT) direction (8 mm). These cuboidal samples were compressed to a total
engineering strain of 1.3% along the 10-mm direction, approximately
perpendicular to the basal pole for most grains, resulting in twinning
activity in most grains. For these grain orientations and compression direction, most activated { ¯1012} twins are oriented at roughly
±45° to the compression and TT directions. The compressed samples
were cut into ~1.2-mm-thick slices in two orientations. For the first
orientation, the foil normal is perpendicular to the compression
and TT directions such that zone axes within 45° of the  <11 ¯20>
are accessible for many twins. For the second orientation, the foil
normal is around 45° to the compression and TT directions such
that zone axes within 45° of the 1 <10 ¯11> are accessible for many
twins. The slices were thinned to 150 m thick using 10% nitric acid
and punched into 3-mm-diameter discs using a Gatan TEM sample
punch. The 3-mm discs were electropolished to perforation in a
solution of 2% nitric acid and water, a voltage of 0.1 V, and temperature of 2°C. Twin orientations and tips of interest were preselected
using EBSD in an FEI Apreo scanning electron microscope. TEM
and HRTEM investigations were conducted on an FEI Titan TEM
with an imaging aberration corrector and an accelerating voltage of
300 kV. Images were captured on a Gatan OneView camera and analyzed using the Gatan Microscopy Suite (GMS 3). The GPA was performed in GMS 3 using the GPA plug-in from HREM Research Inc.
Atomic simulations
MD simulations were carried out using large-scale atomic/molecular
massively parallel simulator (LAMMPS) (35). The simulations use
the modified embedded-atom method (MEAM) potential developed
for magnesium by Wu et al. (36). A 3D twin nucleus can be created
following the pure-shuffle mechanism of { ¯ 1012} twinning (37, 38).
Figure S5A shows the coherent dichromatic pattern associated with
pure-shuffle nucleation of a {¯1
  012}twin. As shown in fig. S5B, the
strained coherent dichromatic pattern is obtained by removing the
Wang et al., Sci. Adv. 2020; 6 : eaaz2600
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mismatch strain between the BP plane in the matrix and the PB plane
in the twin. Four types of shuffle vectors are defined in fig. S5B to
move atoms in the matrix to their corresponding position in the
twin. The construction of the simulation model starts with a 60 nm
× 30 nm × 60 nm single crystal, with the x axis along the [ 10 ¯11] direction, y axis normal to the ( 1¯  012) plane, and z axis along the [ 1 2¯10]
direction. As shown in fig. S5C, a 6 nm × 6 nm × 12 nm nucleus
bounded by PB, BP, and PrPr2 interfaces is first created, and the
shuffle vectors are applied to atoms in the corresponding regions.
Imposing periodic boundary conditions in the x and z directions and
a 1-nm-wide fixed region on the y boundary, a relaxed twin structure
as shown in fig. S5D is obtained at 5 K with multiple loading-
unloading cycles under a deformation gradient with one nonzero
simple shear component F12. With the same boundary conditions,
the temperature of the overall domain is brought to (and maintained
at) 100 K and a 1-GPa resolved shear stress is imposed such as to
trigger growth of the twin domain. The growth of the twin is shown
in movie S1. The twin mainly propagates along the [ 1 ¯210] direction
and develops into a structure consisting of multiple facets.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/6/28/eaaz2600/DC1
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